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E xcavations on the site of Kale at Kr{evica near
Bujanovac conducted from 2001–2006 have
disclosed significant remains of a late Classical/

early Hellenistic settlement covering an area of about
four hectares. Situated on the north-eastern slope of Mt.
Rujen, in the Ju`na (South) Morava river valley, it do-
minated the surrounding area. The acropolis with a
complex of buildings and other structures, defended by
a stone wall and a wide ditch, was located on a plateau.
Below it, an outlying settlement sloped down towards
the Kr{evi~ka reka, a small stream flowing into the Ju`-
na Morava, and ended in elaborate constructions with
ramparts, stone platforms, and structures for various
purposes. The ample archaeological material, for the
most part Greek pottery of Attic and north-Aegean
origin and coins, shows that the settlement was foun-
ded in the early fourth century B.C. and lasted until the
first decades, but not later than the first half of the third
century B.C. The excavations provide increasing evi-
dence of an organized settlement with urban features
which maintained close contacts with the Aegean
throughout its existence.1

Even in the first years of excavation it became
obvious that, in addition to a large amount of pottery,
mostly local products made on Greek models, virtually
every trench contained loom weights. Their number
increased year by year, and we now have more then a
thousand intact and fragmentary examples, of which
1038 better-preserved and characteristic ones have been
typologically classified. To these should be added some
thirty examples from the National Museum at Vranje,
uncovered during the initial excavations at Kr{evica in

1966.2 Obviously, spinning and weaving, as aspects of
domestic craft production, played a significant role in
the life of the settlement. Although no more than four
or five percent of the overall settlement area has been
investigated so far, it seems reasonable to assume that
the discovered finds constitute a satisfactory sample
representative of all the characteristics of the material.
Publication of these finds has been encouraged in part
by the results obtained at two sites in Bulgaria – the
emporion Pistiros, and Koprivlen – which, given the
similar nature of the material, have been very helpful
to us.3 Needless to say, the common practice of selec-
tive publication of excavated material is an obstacle to
more detailed considerations of this important and
quite specific craft.

Typologically, the examined material from Kr{e-
vica consists of clay weights functioning as part of
weaving equipment: 895 items coming in three diffe-
rent shapes – pyramidal (A); oval or fiddle-shaped (B);
and circular or discoid (C). A separate group includes
spindle whorls, a device used in spinning (D); while
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spools (E), which could have been used for a variety of
purposes, are tentatively added to the list of types.

Type A (Fig. 1; Pls. I–III)
There are 314 pyramidal weights representing 35%

of all the material, as a rule perforated for hanging. The
two holes which occur in some cases are the result of
careless manufacture and have no particular function.
In terms of typological variation, two subtypes have
been identified: regular (A1 – Fig. 1. 1–6; Pl. I) and

truncated pyramids (A2 – Fig. 1. 7–18; Pls. II–III). Re-
gular pyramids occur rarely (12%), the majority being
of the truncated type, the topsides of which often show
a groove or intersecting grooves which are marks of use.
Although the weights of regular shape with smooth sur-
faces and sharp edges were certainly mould-made, it is
not always easy to differentiate between them with cer-
tainty. Some weights deviate from the vertical axis and
thus may be described as »tilted«. Some of these were
probably also mould-made, but neither in this case is
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Fig. 1. Pyramidal loom weights of regular A1 (1–6) and truncated shape A2 (7–18). Scale ca 1:2

Sl. 1. Pravilni piramidalni tegovi A 1 (1–6), i tegovi u obliku zarubqene piramide A2 (7–18), razmera oko 1:2

1 (no. 1) 2 (no. 102) 3 (no. 855) 4 (no. 893) 5 (no. 575) 6 (no. 383)

7 (no. 846) 8 (no. 168) 9 (no. 852) 10 (no. 532) 11 (no. 733) 12 (no. 583)

13 (no. 732) 14 (no. 503) 15 (no. 646) 16 (no. 1024)

17 (no. 749)

18 (no. 720)



there any observable regularity. It is quite obvious from
the careless workmanship that most were hand-made.
Few of the weights were fashioned of refined clay and
most contain large amounts of admixtures, from fine and

coarse-grained sand to ground stone, and most were
fired to a dark brown colour (68%). Red or grey colour,
depending on higher or lower temperatures, constitute
14 to 18 percent of the collection. The average height
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1 (no. 175) 2 (no. 156) 3 (no. 548) 4 (no. 197) 5 (no. 133) 6 (no. 697)

Fig. 2. Oval or fiddle-shaped loom weights. Scale ca 1:2

Sl. 2. Ovalni ili violinasti tegovi, razmera oko 1:2 
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13 (no. 772) 14 (no. 969) 15 (no. 970) 16 (no. 439) 17 (no. 771) 18 (no. 400)

19 (no. 796) 20 (no. 134) 21 (no. 404)
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is 4 to 10 cm, and the variation in weight between 40 and
200 g, though most follow a steadily rising curve from
ca 40 to 160 g. Larger and more massive items are an
exception and may have been used for some other pur-
pose (Fig. 6). 

Only three weights may be assigned to the cone-
shaped group, and all are coarsely manufactured (Pl.
IV. 35–37).

Type B (Fig. 2; Pls. IV. 38–47; V)
There are 432 examples of the fiddle-shaped type,

making them the largest group (48 %). All were hand-
made, which means that individual users could shape
the clay in any way they saw fit. This is the main reason
why the typological account of these highly functional
artefacts of simple workmanship is confined to basic
features with some measure of variation. Laterally, they
show shallower or deeper finger-made depressions pro-
ducing a shape reminiscent of a fiddle, and in most cases,
a perforation, while only a smaller number (19%) have a
front-to-back hole (Fig. 2. 20–21; Pl. V. 60–62). Their
faces vary from flat surfaces to deep oval impressions
with fronts bearing finger imprints. They usually have
a saddle-shaped depression on the top, but use-wear
marks in the form of one or more grooves, or sharp cuts,
are also observable. They do not differ essentially from
the pyramidal weights in quality, and in most cases
(78%) were fired to dark brown. The height varies from
2 to 10 cm, while the weight ranges between 50 and
130–140 g with no significant fluctuation (Fig. 6).

Type C (Fig. 3; Pls. VI; VII. 72–76)
The discoid weights constitute a heterogeneous

group of 149 pieces (17%) of varying size. Their basic
features are a circular shape, and a central or peripheral
hole. The cross-section is more or less markedly lentoid,
but in some cases one surface is flat, the other convex.
They usually have a single perforation, but pieces with
two holes in the upper part also occur. The latter usu-
ally have the shape of a truncated circle and differ from
the other discoid pieces (Fig. 3. 3; Pl. VII. 74–75). Their
diameters vary from 5 to 8 cm, and larger examples only
occur as an exception (Fig. 6).

Type D (Fig. 4; Pl. VII. 77–85)
In contrast to the relatively large number of loom

weights, spindle whorls are an infrequent occurrence
(22 examples) showing the usual circular shape with a
central perforation. They are more or less regularly
lentoid-sectioned, or have flat surfaces, and, rarely, a
shallow lateral circumference groove. In terms of qua-
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Fig. 4. Spindle whorls. Scale ca 1:2

Sl. 4. Pr{qenci, razmera oko 1:2

Fig. 5. Spools. Scale ca 1:2

Sl. 5. Kalemovi, razmera oko 1:2

1 (no. 480) 2 (no. 850)

Fig. 3. Discoid loom weights. Scale ca 1:2

Sl. 3. Diskoidni tegovi, razmera oko 1:2

1 (no. 794)

2 (no. 172)

3 (no. 164)4 (no. 1003)

1 (no. 275) 2 (no. 163) 3 (no. 223)

4 (no. 832) 5 (no. 879)



lity and colour, they display the same characteristics as
the weights described above. The diameter ranges
from 3 to 5 cm.

Type E (Fig. 5; Pl. VII. 86)
The spools appear in simple shapes as befitted their

purpose. There are 118 items of similar size and a length
varying between 6 and 7–8 cm. Because of their highly
varied usefulness, they are only conditionally added to
the artefacts classified as textile-making tools, although
they are often published together with loom weights.

A number of loom weights bear different marks or
stamps, which could only have been made by individu-
als, probably members of family production units. In
some cases, these may have been »trademarks«, or marks
of ownership, and in others, their role was simply de-
corative, as shown by irregular or hatched incisions,
semicircular impressions, dots made with a pointed
tool, or X-shaped incisions. Another group includes
circular or oval stamps impressed into soft clay. In
some cases representations are discernible (impressed
intaglios), but almost all such designs are worn beyond
recognition. Three loom weights, each of a different
type, bear a deep-stamped circular mark inscribed with
a cruciform pattern (Fig. 1. 9; Pls. II. 19; V. 50; VII.
73). At first sight very similar, if not identical, all three
come from different parts of the site. A separate cate-
gory comprises loom weights imprinted with coiled
wire, probably a fragmented piece of jewellery. Afiddle-
-shaped loom weight bears an omega-shaped imprint,

which may be interpreted as the letter, but it seems
more likely that a deformed pendant of similar shape
was used (Fig. 2. 3; Pl. IV. 39).4 A quite irregular pyra-
midal weight is impressed on all four sides with coiled
wire, possibly a fragmented smaller pin (Fig. 1. 12; Pl.
II. 18). Finally, seven weights of all types (three from
the acropolis and one from the suburbium) bear unmi-
stakable M-pinhead impressions (Fig. 1. 4, 7, 10; 2. 14,
15; 3. 1; Pl. II. 12–13; V. 55; VI. 63). The upper part of
one of these examples shows an M-pin impression just
like a weight from the site of Gradi{te–Negotino, FYR
Macedonia (Pl. II. 12).5 This may suggest the popula-
rity of this type of jewellery, widespread in the Balkans
in the fourth century B.C.,6 but however obvious, such
analogies are hardly relatable to one another directly.
Apparently, the inhabitants of all settlements engaged
in this craft had to meet their needs by themselves.
Therefore attention should be called to a pyramidal
loom weight, retrieved from the acropolis, stamped
with the letter E (Fig. 1. 5; Pl. I. 5), which occurs in the
same form on several vessels from Kr{evica attributed
to a local pottery whose output was intended to meet the
settlement’s needs.7

Almost all the trenches at Kr{evica have yielded
this class of material, and a certain number of loom
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Fig. 6. Loom weights graphed by height (a), and weight (b)

Sl. 6. Grafi~ki prikazi tegova prema visini (a) i te`ini (b)

a b
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weights have been collected as accidental surface finds.
The greatest number of examples were retrieved from
the acropolis, which is to be expected given that this
sector of the site has been most thoroughly investigated.
On the plateau, which covers more than 3000 sq m, an
area of about 500 sq m has been opened in the central
zone, revealing a building complex dated to the most
recent level, and the total excavated area comes close
to 800 sq m. The latter figure includes other zones of
the acropolis, where several structures have only parti-
ally been exposed. It should be noted that intense con-
struction in so limited a zone caused layer disturbances
and, as a result, stratigraphic data are not always reli-

able. In addition, in the second/first centuries B.C. the
Scordisci and their allies used some zones of the
deserted acropolis, leaving several pits behind, and in
more recent times the site housed a vineyard, which
only added to the destruction of the surface layers.
This is one of the reasons why none of the trenches has
yielded larger concentrations of loom weights, nor
have they been found at locations possibly relatable to
workshops or working areas. It appears from the stra-
tigraphic data that most finds of this class come from
the upper layers, for which a simple explanation may
be found: from the end of the fourth century B.C., the
settlement’s prosperity, apart from the busy building
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Fig. 7. Kale – Kr{evica, 3D site plan, view from the east

Sl. 7. Kale – Kr{evica, situacija 3D, pogled sa istoka



activity, was reflected in a rise in population and, as a
result, intensified weaving activity. Another zone of
the site, an area of less than 300 sq m along the Kr{e-
vi~ka reka with massive ramparts and associated struc-
tures, has yielded 81 pyramidal, 147 fiddle-shaped and
51 discoid loom weights, as well as 6 spindle whorls
and 50 spools, mostly in a strip of land at the bottom of
the slope. Unfortunately, this large collection cannot
be related to any structural context. Namely, immedia-
tely above this structural complex begin small terraces
of the north-eastern slope, where, as shown by trial
excavations and geophysical surveys, the largest portion
of the settlement was situated. This makes it obvious
that the large number of archaeological finds discovered
at the bottom ended there as a result of intense erosion;
cultural deposits were washed downhill from higher site
zones. According to the preliminary results, the struc-
tures at the bottom, labelled »Hydro-Technical Com-
plex«, are a part of the outlying settlement with a quite
specific purpose, while residential areas apparently
were on the slope (Fig. 7).8 Further excavation in this
zone is likely to give a clearer picture of the arrangement
and appearance of these structures, some of which,
there are grounds to assume, may have been used for
the purpose of interest to us.

Yet another piece of information favours the im-
portance of weaving for the settlement. Initial faunal
analyses (2002–2004) have shown that the diet of its
inhabitants was varied and consisted of not only do-
mesticated but also wild animals (10.43%). They have
also confirmed cattle and sheep as the prevailing speci-

es. Sheep bones (including a few goats) have been re-
corded in all trenches, in percentages varying between
26.6 and 43.85, which accounts for more than a third
of the whole sample. It follows that sheep husbandry
played an important role, with milk and wool as staple
products.9 Wool being a major raw material for weaving,
the settlement obviously had the necessary resources.
So the female population played an essential role in
providing the inhabitants with suitable clothes for a
continental climate.

* * *

The development of weaving over centuries, with all
its technological and cultural modifications, is known
well and this is not a place to discuss it in more detail.10

By way of illustration, two examples may be cited none-
theless: late Bronze Age pyramidal loom weights and
a vertical loom reconstructed from the archaeological
data from a north German site (Fig. 8); and a sixth-
century B.C. Attic painted vase showing women, or
girls, at the loom, a scene which vividly portrays the
atmosphere of a Greek household (Fig. 9). Similarities
are evident, and loom weights and other devices, in-
cluding looms, were a common occurrence at all larger
settlement sites, where it was usually women and girls
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8 Popovi} 2005b; 2006.
9 Bla`i} 2005.

10 Barber 1991.

Fig. 8. Vertical loom, late Bronze Age
(after Audouze, Buchenschutz 1989, Fig. 82)

Sl. 8. Vertikalni razboj iz kasnog bronzanog doba
(prema Audouze, Buchenschutz 1989, Fig. 82)

Fig. 9. Athenian black-figure vase, sixth century B.C.
(after Boardman 1974, Fig. 78)

Sl. 9. Scena sa ati~ke vaze, VI vek pre n.e.
(prema Boardman 1974, Fig. 78)
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that were engaged in weaving.11 On this occasion,
however, we shall only take a look at some of the simi-
larities and differences in the material recovered from
sites in the neighbouring regions on the periphery of
the Mediterranean world, such as Thrace, Macedonia
and Paeonia. Although most of these sites cover a
much longer span of time, almost all include the period
coeval with the material from Kr{evica or with the
fourth/third centuries B.C. The volume Pistiros I has
published the material and relevant data about the tex-
tile industry characteristic of this exceptional settle-
ment in the Marica river valley, an emporion in the
territory of the Odrysian kingdom.12 Local distinctiv-
nesses and the different percentages of loom weights
and spindle whorls set aside, Pistiros is largely similar
to the array of finds from Kr{evica. The differences in-
clude, for example, two-holed pyramidal loom weights,
parallel grooves on the topside and ornamented spindle
whorls, none of which have been registered at Kr{e-
vica.13 Another site is Koprivlen, a settlement in the
Mesta river valley. From the published material, the
loom weights and spindle whorls seem to be analogous
with Pistiros, but they appear more modest, without

impressions from intaglios and with few ornamented
spindle whorls.14 Interestingly, spools, in use from early
prehistoric times, have not been included, possibly
because they have not been interpreted as part of the
weaving equipment. Finds from other Bulgarian sites,
such as, for example, Pernik,15 or numerous sites in FYR
Macedonia, have been published selectively and can
merely illustrate the characteristic shapes of loom
weights from those parts of the Balkans. More recent
excavations of an antique town at the site of Vardarski
Rid near Gevgelija (Gortynia) have produced a few
common loom weights,16 but also an exceptional find.
A building with several rooms has yielded an assem-
blage of 150, mostly pyramidal, loom weights, which

11 Nevett 1999, 40. 
12 Bouzek 1996; see Pistiros I and II.
13 Bouzek 1996, Figs. 11. 8; 11. 9; 11. 23.
14 Dimitrova 2002, Figs. 161–167.
15 ^angova 1981, 98–99, Obr. 56.
16 Karpuzova 2005, 189–190, Fig. 28; for earlier finds, see

Sokolovska 1986, Sl. 21. 12–22.
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Fig. 10. Finds from the site of Kacipup near Pre{evo, Serbia

Sl. 10. Nalazi sa lokaliteta Kacipup kod Pre{eva, Srbija



has led to the logical assumption that this was a weaving
workshop.17 The published loom weights and spindle
whorls from the sites of Isar–Marvinci,18 Golem Grad-
–Prespa,19 Trebeni{ta,20 Gradi{te–Nerezi,21 Isar–Stu-
deni~ani22 and Ko~ani,23 have helped form an idea of
the frequency of these more or less similar shapes. In
the upper Southern Morava valley, at the site of Kaci-
pup near Pre{evo, a late Classical/Hellenistic settlement
has been discovered with material containing a number
of loom weights. These include pyramidal type pieces
(some impressed with intaglios), a few spools, but not
a single fiddle-shaped weight (Fig. 10).24 Whether this
is attributable to local distinctiveness or to chance is
difficult to say, but the question certainly is interesting
given that Kacipup is no more than thirty kilometres
away from Kr{evica, where fiddle-shaped weights
form a substantial majority.

The overview of all these sites shows that the
weaving tools from Kr{evica have many analogies in
Bulgaria and FYR Macedonia. It is observable, how-
ever, that pyramidal loom weights occur in a much
broader Mediterranean area, while the fiddle-shaped
type becomes increasingly characteristic of the north
Aegean, notably Thrace, Macedonia and Paeonia.25 The
valleys of the Vardar and the Struma carried people
and goods all the way to Kr{evica, where not only this
weaving equipment was manufactured but also local
»Hellenized« pottery, by far more numerous and more
important. 

The significance of this, so far unique, settlement
in the Southern Morava valley is evidenced by its well-
developed industries such as pottery-making and
weaving, which in the fourth and early third centuries
B.C. were at least capable of meeting the local needs.
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17 Mitrevski 2005, 60–62, Fig. 55.
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20 Kuzman 1985, 50, T. XVII 11–19; XIX, XX, T.E.
21 Sokolovska 1986, Sl. 5.8–9.
22 Sokolovska 1986, Sl. 9.15–17.
23 Atanasova, Karpuzova 2006, 123, T. XVI.
24 Vukmanovi}, Popovi} 1982, 201, T. V. 3–6; Krsti} 1996.
25 Bouzek 1996, 118; Dimitrova 2002, 182–183.
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Na ovom lokalitetu nedaleko od Bujanovca tokom istra`i-
vawa 2001–2006. godine otkriveni su zna~ajni ostaci nase-
qa s kraja klasi~nog i po~etka helenisti~nog perioda. Po-
red mnogobrojnih nalaza, koji pripadaju IV i prvim dece-
nijama III veka pre n.e, otkriveno je preko hiqadu celih i
fragmentovanih tka~kih tegova, pr{qenaka i kalemova od
kojih je obra|eno 1038 boqe o~uvanih i karakteristi~nih
primeraka. Ovom broju treba prikqu~iti i tridesetak ko-
mada iz Narodnog muzeja u Vrawu koji su prikupqeni i ob-
javqeni posle prvih iskopavawa u Kr{evici 1966. godine.
Osnovne tipolo{ke odlike ovog materijala odnose se na 314
tegova u obliku piramide (tip A – 35%; Cl. 1; T. I–III), tri
tega u obliku kupe (T. IV. 35–37), 432 ovalna tega u obliku
violine (tip B – 48%; Sl. 2; T. IV. 38–47; V) i 149 diskoid-
nih tegova (tip C – 17%; Sl. 3; T. VI; VII. 72–76). Pr{qen-
ci kori{}eni za pre|u zastupqeni su sa samo 22 primerka
(Sl. 4; T. VII. 77–85), a 118 komada odnosi se na kalemove
koji su imali {iroku primenu, ali se ~esto objavquju za-
jedno sa ovom vrstom nalaza (Sl. 5; T. VII. 86). Na izvesnom
broju tegova nalaze se oznake ili `igovi urezani ili uti-
snuti u meku glinu, koji su predstavqali »za{titne zna-
ke«, dokaze o vlasni{tvu, ili su imali dekorativnu ulogu. 

Prilikom iskopavawa u Kr{evici tegovi su otkrive-
ni u skoro svim sondama, ali osim mawih koncentracija za
sada nisu otkrivene ve}e grupe koje bi mogle da se odnose na
objekte sa radnim prostorom, ili radionicama. Prema stra-
tigrafskim podacima najvi{e ovih nalaza poti~e iz gorwih
slojeva. Po svemu sude}i od kraja IV veka pre n.e., pored
zna~ajnih gra|evinskih poduhvata, prosperitet naseqa ogle-
dao se i u porastu stanovni{tva, pa shodno tome u ve}em

intenzitetu tka~ke delatnosti. O tome, pored velikog broja
tegova, dosta govore i paleozoolo{ke analize. Pokazalo se
da posle gove~eta najzastupqeniju vrstu ~ine ovce, a vuna je
u ovom slu~aju predstavqala jednu od osnovnih sirovina. 

Ne ulaze}i u problematiku ove specifi~ne delatno-
sti, kao ilustraciju navodimo samo dva primera. To su pi-
ramidalni tegovi i vertikalni razboj iz kasnog bronzanog
doba koji je rekonstruisan prema rezultatima arheolo{kih
iskopavawa na jednom lokalitetu u severnoj Nema~koj (Sl.
8). Drugi primer je ati~ka vaza iz VI veka pre n.e. sa pozna-
tom scenom gde `ene, ili devojke rade na razboju, {to `ivo
odslikava intimnu atmosferu gr~kog porodi~nog doma}in-
stva (Sl. 9). Sli~nosti su o~igledne, a tegovi i ostali pri-
bor, ukqu~uju}i i razboj, bili su uobi~ajena pojava na
svim ve}im naseqima gde su se obi~no devojke i `ene bavi-
le tkawem. Materijal iz Kr{evice ima brojne analogije sa
lokalitetima iz Bugarske i Makedonije, ali se sa sve ve-
}im brojem nalaza sti~e utisak da pored piramidalnih te-
gova, koji se sre}u na daleko {irem mediteranskom prostoru,
ovalni tegovi u obliku violine postaju karakteristika se-
vernoegejskih, i posebno tra~kih, makedonskih i peonskih
oblasti. Tako su dolinama Vardara, Strume i daqe sve do
Kr{evice stizali qudi i roba, gde se potom izra|ivao ne
samo tka~ki pribor, ve} i daleko brojnija i zna~ajnija lo-
kalna »helenizirana« keramika. O zna~aju ovog za sada je-
dinstvenog naseqa u dolini Ju`ne Morave, koje je odr`ava-
lo bliske kontakte sa Egejom, pored drugih nalaza svedo~e
i razvijene delatnosti poput grn~arstva i tka~kog zanata
koji su u IV i po~etkom III veka pre n.e., u najmawu ruku, za-
dovoqavale osnovne potrebe stanovni{tva.

Rezime: PETAR POPOVI], IVAN VRANI], Arheolo{ki institut, Beograd

INDUSTRIJA TEKSTILA NA LOKALITETU KALE
U KR[EVICI (JUGOISTO^NA SRBIJA)

U IV–III VEKU PRE N.E.
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Plate I – Pyramidal loom weights of regular shape 1–11

Tabla I – Pravilni piramidalni tegovi 1–11

0 2 4 cm

1 (no. 1) 4 (no. 63) 5 (no. 575)

2 (no. 855) 3 (no. 487)

6 (no. 39) 7 (no. 43) 8 (no. 155)

9 (no. 856) 10 (no. 165) 11 (no. 356)
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Plate II – Pyramidal loom weights of truncated shape 12–22

Tabla II – Tegovi u obliku zarubqene piramide 12–22

0 2 4 cm

12 (no. 532) 13 (no. 846) 14 (no. 650)

18 (no. 583) 19 (no. 852)

20 (no. 166) 21 (no. 511) 22 (no. 65)

15 (no. 168) 16 (no. 173) 17 (no. 782
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Plate III – Pyramidal loom weights of truncated shape 23–34

Tabla III – Tegovi u obliku zarubqene piramide 23–34

0 2 4 cm

23 (no. 732) 24 (no. 256) 25 (no. 169)

26 (no. 36) 27 (no. 503) 28 (no. 6463) 29 (no. 2)

31 (no. 723) 32 (no. 527)

30 (no. 749) 33 (no. 720) 34 (no. 527)
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Plate IV – Cone-chaped weights 35–37; Oval or fiddle-shaped loom weights 38–47

Tabla IV – Tegovi u obliku kupe 35–37; ovalni tegovi u obliku violine 38–47

0 2 4 cm

35 (no. 30) 36 (no. 391) 37 (no. 390)

38 (no. 47) 39 (no. 548)

44 (no. 183) 45 (no. 287)

40 (no. 150)

47 (no. 92)

41 (no. 446) 42 (no. 696) 43 (no. 211)

46 (no. 62)
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Plate V – Oval or fiddle-shaped loom weights 48–62

Tabla V – Ovalni tegovi u obliku violine 48–62

0 2 4 cm

48 (no. 689) 49 (no. 35) 50 (no. 809)

51 (no. 160) 52 (no. 826) 53 (no. 61)

54 (no. 768) 55 (no. 847)

56 (no. 107) 57 (no. 796) 58 (no. 400) 59 (no. 851)

60 (no. 254) 61 (no. 401) 62 (no. 404)
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Plate VI – Discoid loom weights 63–71

Tabla VI – Diskoidni tegovi 63–71

0 2 4 cm

63 (no. 794)

64 (no. 172) 65 (no. 19)

66 (no. 728) 67 (no. 91)

68 (no. 72) 69 (no. 114) 70 (no. 597) 71 (no. 597)
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Plate VII – Discoid loom weights 72–76; Spindle whorls 77–85; Spool 86

Tabla VII – Diskoidni tegovi 72–76; pr{qenci 77–85; kalem 86

0 2 4 cm

82 (no. 237) 83 (no. 223) 84 (no. 879) 85 (no. 833) 86 (no. 177)

77 (no. 140) 78 (no. 163) 79 (no. 722)

73 (no. 498)

80 (no. 282) 81 (no. 27)

72 (no. 78)

75 (no. 164) 76 (no. 603)

74 (no. 201)




